Reinventing Cities - Auckland
Results Phase 1 – List of the Shortlisted Teams

The list below displays the teams that have been shortlisted to proceed to the final phase for the sites proposed by the City of Auckland. This list does not indicate all the members of the teams. It only discloses the name of team/project and the names of the team representative, of the architect(s) and of the environmental expert(s).

**Site: Alderman Carpark**

**TE TIRA NGAKAUNUI**
Team representative: OCKHAM GROUP
Architect(s): JACOB + MACFARLANE + CHESHIRE ARCHITECTS + BOFFA MISKELL
Environmental expert(s): ECUBED

**TE KOPUA**
Team representative: PROVINCE DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
Architect(s): SILLS VAN BOHEMEN ARCHITECTS / NORD STUDIO / RESILIO STUDIO
Environmental expert(s): EVIDENT / TRICIA LOVE CONSULTANTS

**TAUPAE COMMONS**
Team representative: CENTRAL ELEMENT GROUP
Architect(s): NICOLAS LAISNÉ ARCHITECTES / ROTUNNO JUSTMAN
Environmental expert(s): TRANSSOLAR

**TIRIWA COLLECTIVE**
Team representative: AHHA STUDIO LTD
Architect(s): AHHA STUDIO LTD / REAL (REAL ESTATE ARCHITECTURE LABORATORY LTD) / DESIGN TRIBE
Environmental expert(s): HIP V. HYPE SUSTAINABILITY PTY LTD

**Site: Falls Carpark**

**FALLS COLLABORATION**
Team representative: ISTMUS GROUP LTD
Architects: ISTMUS GROUP LTD
Environmental expert(s): MICHELLE JOHANSSON
TE TIRA NGAKAUNUI
Team representative: OCKHAM GROUP
Architect(s): JACOB + MACFARLANE + CHESIRE ARCHITECTS + BOFFA MISKELL
Environmental expert(s): ECUBED

TE KOPUA
Team representative: PROVINCE DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
Architect(s): SILLS VAN BOHEMEN ARCHITECTS / NORD STUDIO / RESILIO STUDIO
Environmental expert(s): EVIDENT / TRICIA LOVE CONSULTANTS

TAUPAE COMMONS
Team representative: CENTRAL ELEMENT GROUP
Architect(s): NICOLAS LAISNÉ ARCHITECTES / ROTUNNO JUSTMAN
Environmental expert(s): TRANSSOLAR

TIRIWA COLLECTIVE
Team representative: AHHA STUDIO LTD
Architect(s): AHHA STUDIO LTD / REAL (REAL ESTATE ARCHITECTURE LABORATORY LTD) / DESIGN TRIBE
Environmental expert(s): HIP V. HYPE SUSTAINABILITY PTY LTD